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This presentation covers security in managing IBM PureApplication™ System.
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The presentation begins with an overview of security settings for LDAP and how that 

affects user and user group management. The next sections focus on users, permission 

details, and user groups, followed by a discussion of how to add users to groups. You then 

learn how to grant access at the data level through fine-grained access control. Finally, 

you learn how to enable the service panels provided for on-site IBM service personnel.
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This section of the presentation provides an overview of the security features of 

PureApplication System.
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The snapshot on this slide shows you the three important security-related items in the 

System pull-down menu on the System Console: Users, User Groups, and Security.

A user account is required to access PureApplication System. The Users and User 

groups features of PureApplication System allows you to create individual user accounts 

and put them together into logical groups. These features allow you to manage the level of 

access for each individual. The Security feature allows you to set up an optional LDAP 

server, so that each user can be registered with “local” authentication or LDAP 

authentication. 

There are two important notes about security in this environment. First, PureApplication 

System user activity is tracked for audit purposes. Auditing is covered in a separate 

presentation.

Secondly, the workload security for the middleware running in the virtual machines is the 

normal deployed middleware and operating system security. For example, WebSphere®

security manages the WebSphere Application Server security through the configuration of 

the middleware and not through PureApplication System.
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This section of the presentation provides an overview of the LDAP settings within 

PureApplication System.
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Local authentication is a great way to get started with PureApplication System. However, if 

PureApplication System is going to be shared by a large organization, you can use an 

external authenticator, like a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, or LDAP directory.

External authentication option, as shown in the slide, allows you to configure LDAP 

authentication and provides the capability to test the LDAP settings. When you define a 

user, you select if the user is Local – which means the user is defined only within the 

PureApplication System - or if the user is registered in LDAP.

You must perform the LDAP authentication before defining any users that must use LDAP 

security.

PureApplication System has provided a validation function to test the connection to the 

LDAP server by submitting a query to find a particular LDAP user name or LDAP group 

name. When successful, you will see  a green check box. If there is an error with the 

query, or with the LDAP parameters or if a connection to the LDAP server cannot be 

established, an exception is displayed. 
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When a new user is created, the security administrator can choose either local or LDAP 

authentication for that user. If LDAP authentication is selected, PureApplication System 

will use LDAP to authenticate the user. If local authentication is set, PureApplication 

System will use its own registry to authenticate the user.

Similarly, when creating new groups, the security administrator can choose either local or 

LDAP authentication. If LDAP is used, membership of the LDAP group is defined in LDAP 

and not in PureApplication System. When LDAP is used to authenticate a user, that user 

needs to be added to PureApplication System and to the LDAP registry. PureApplication 

System does not modify LDAP. It merely authenticates the user in LDAP, or checks the 

user membership in a LDAP group. More details about users and groups is presented in 

subsequent slides. 
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This section of the presentation provides an overview of defining and managing users in 

PureApplication System.
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A user account can be created by a security administrator by navigating to the System 

Console panel, then the System menu, selecting Users, and clicking the “+” icon.

Creating the user account is a two step process. You first need to supply basic information 

such as user name, full name, password, and an email address. The email address is 

used to send the user the initial password and other notifications, such as notification of a 

deployment. 

PureApplication System supports local and LDAP user management integration. You can 

define users that belong in either the LDAP server or local to PureApplication System. 

PureApplication System first checks to ensure the user name has not already been 

defined within PureApplication System, as either a local or an LDAP user. Then if you 

select LDAP, PureApplication System ensure that LDAP security has been defined and 

that the user is defined within LDAP. If you select LDAP, then LDAP type users do not 

require a password because the password is stored in the LDAP server.

The second part of user creation is to assign the roles to the users to authorize them to 

certain functions. This is discussed in detail later. 

An email address is always required, even if SMTP is not yet enabled within 

PureApplication System. 
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To manage users in PureApplication System, from the System Console navigate to 

System and then click Users. From here you can create users or modify user attributes. If 

you then click a user name, the user’s attributes are displayed, depicted by the screen 

capture shown here. 

More information about these settings is provided in subsequent slides.
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This slide gives you an idea of the kinds of information provided within the user properties 

display. There are four major areas – user specific information, user groups, authored 

information, and the permissions section. More about each section is shown in subsequent 

slides. Notice the Delete icon at the upper right, this allows security administrator to delete 

the user from the system.
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The user-specific information includes the user name, the required email ID, the password 

for local users, and type indicating whether the user is “local” denoted as “internal” or 

LDAP.

The user groups section show you the groups in which the user is enrolled and provides 

an input area so the security administrator can register the user into additional groups. All 

user names are automatically enrolled in the “Everyone” group, and if the user name is in 

additional groups, they are listed here as well. Group permissions are inherited by the 

user. This is explained in details later in this presentation.
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The “Authorized” section provides information about the resources that this user has 

created. They include the IP groups, cloud groups, virtual appliances and virtual machines.

In the “Permissions” section, you can modify the permissions for this user to control the 

level of access that is assigned to the user. These permissions determine the tasks the 

user can or cannot perform.

PureApplication System security allows separation of duties for different user activities. 

Two major permission categories exists, namely, Workload Management and 

Administrators. Within Administrators there are several sub categories to provide further 

separation of duties.
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Workload Management allows the security administrator to manage functions available to 

users by setting specific permissions. Workload Management permissions give the user 

the ability to create new patterns, create new environmental profiles, create new catalog 

content and work with the IBM License Metric Tool.

A user with a workload administrative permission for creating new patterns, new 

environment profiles, or new catalog content can also modify or delete resources authored 

by other users, if they have been given write access to that resource.

By default, everyone has permission to “deploy patterns in the cloud” for patterns they 

authored, or for patterns to which they have been given permission.
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PureApplication Server provides distinct administrative permissions to allow you to define user roles that 

allow separation of duties. You do not have to have an administrator with full access to the entire system. 

The permissions that you see here for the various administrators provide either “view” access or “manage” 

access to the resources. 

Workload resources administration gives permission related to viewing or managing workloads, such as 

catalog resources, patterns, and deployed instances. 

Cloud Administration gives permission related to viewing or managing cloud groups, IP pools, shared 

services, and environment profiles.

Hardware Administration gives permission related to viewing or managing the individual hardware 

components within PureApplication Server.

Auditing gives permission related to viewing audit records or for managing the configuration for the automatic 

external storage of auditing records.

Security Administration gives permission related to viewing  or managing users or user groups, security 

resources in general, and setting up external security services. Security administration has two “view” 

permissions so that a user can have “view” access of only users and groups, or can have “view” access of all 

security resources including LDAP settings. 

The “Allow delegation” security setting, seen at the top of the list of permissions further enhances the 

permissions functionality. An administrator with this permission can give to or revoke from another user any 

permission that they themselves possess. 

PureApplication System ensures there is at least one user will full administration authority in each of the five 

categories.

More details on all these permissions and the delegation are provided later. 
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This section of the presentation provides an details of permissions available in 

PureApplication System.
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The table covers all the workload management permissions. You can set separate 

permissions to create new patterns, create new environment profiles, create new catalog 

content, or configure the IBM License Metric tool. 

By default, all users have permissions to deploy patterns that they own or to which they 

are granted permission.
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Workload resource administration permissions allow either read only or full permission to 

all workload resources mentioned in the previous slide. This includes deploy, create 

patterns, create new environment profiles, create catalog content and configure IBM 

License Metric Tool or view its configuration.
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The table shows Cloud group administration permissions. These permissions allow the 

authorized user or group permissions to manage or view cloud resources.

Cloud resources include cloud groups, IP groups, storage volumes, virtual appliances, 

virtual machine groups, virtual machines, shared services and monitoring for all 

deployments.
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The table shows the Hardware administration permissions. They allow the authorized user 

or group permissions to manage or view hardware resources.

Hardware resources includes the compute nodes, management nodes, storage devices, 

network devices, external access network, system settings, apply or view system 

maintenance, manage or view all hardware monitoring, and view machine reports.

The hardware full administrator also has the ability to enable on-site IBM support 

personnel to log into the service console. The service console provides special access for 

troubleshooting, applying maintenance and upgrading the system.
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The table shows all the auditing administration permissions. 

With auditing (Read-only) permission, the user or group can view and download all audit 

file packages, and can review a subset of the external storage server settings. With 

auditing (Full permission), the user or group can additionally configure the external storage 

server settings so that audit file packages can be pushed to an external system using 

SCP.
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The table shows all the security administration permissions. 

Users or groups with view users and groups permission can view all the users and groups 

and their permissions but cannot change them. 

Users or groups with view all security resources permission can view all the security 

resources like LDAP settings, but cannot change them. 

Users or groups with manage security full permission can view, change all security 

resource settings and user/group attributes. They can add/delete new users and groups.
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The “Allow delegation…” permission setting can extend a user’s authority level in respect 

to controlling permissions for other users. Users that have “Allow delegation…” permission 

can delegate their permissions to others, or remove the permissions they have from 

others, provided they have “full” permission set for at least one of the five administrative 

categories. They can only give or revoke the permissions they have.

PureApplication System ensures that there is at least one user with full administration 

authority in each of the five categories.

The delegation permission is shown by two examples. In example one, John has “Allow 

delegation…” permission, Workload administration (full permission), Hardware 

administration (Read-only) and Security administration (Full permission). Since John has 

“Allow delegation…” and two of the five full permissions, namely Workload administration 

and Security administration, he can give the permissions that he has to other users and 

groups, or revoke the permissions he has from other users and groups.

In example two, Jane has “Allow delegation…” permission, but only Read-only permission 

for Workload administration and Hardware administration. Since Jane does not have a 

single full permission role, she cannot set or revoke any permissions for other users or 

groups.
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This section discusses setting up and managing PureApplication System user groups.
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Groups allow you to group users by some criteria that you define. For example, you can 

group administrators together or group users by department. A group can be created by an 

administrator by navigating to the System Console, clicking System, and selecting User 

group. To add a new group, click the add icon, provide the required information, and click 

OK. When defining a group with account type of LDAP, the group must have already been 

defined within the LDAP server. The group membership itself is determined by the 

membership defined for the group within the LDAP server.
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After creating or modifying a user account, you can add the user to a user group by 

opening the System Console and navigating the System and clicking User Groups. You 

then click the specific user group you want to change. You must manually add users to the 

group in the “Group members” section. By default, all users are automatically part of the 

“Everyone” group. 

User group attributes are similar to the user attributes except there are no authored 

resources, and in groups, there are group members.

The permission attributes are the same as in user attributes.

When you set permissions for a group from the “Permissions” section of this panel, you 

grant permissions for all members of the group at the same time. 
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This section of the presentation discusses adding users to the groups and the effective 

permission.
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When a user is added to a group, the user inherits the permissions of the group. Any 

permission that the user had before becoming a group member are retained. When a user 

is included in multiple groups, the inherited permissions reflect the combined permissions 

for all assigned groups plus the permissions the user had before joining any group. 

Once a user is a member of a group, except for the group called Everyone, user 

permissions can no longer be set from the user panel. They have to be set at the group 

level.

When the user is removed from the group, the group permissions are also removed. When 

a user is removed from all the groups, the original user permissions are still present.
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This slide shows an example of effective permissions of a user that is a member in 

multiple groups.

When a user is included in multiple groups, the inherited permissions reflect the combined 

permissions for all assigned groups plus the permissions the user had before joining any 

group. 

In the example, the user had “Create new patterns permission” before the user was added 

to a group. 

When added to group1 and group2, the user inherited the permissions of both the groups 

and retained his own permission.

If there is a conflict in the permission, for example, one group has view only and another 

one has full permissions on a set of permissions, the full permission will prevail.
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This section of the presentation focuses on fine-grained access control.
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While permissions give you administrative access to certain features, you might not have 

access to all the data artifacts associated with that feature. The additional security 

mechanism implemented for low-level data artifact access is called fine-grained access 

control. You must explicitly be granted access to work with most of the objects that make 

up the PureApplication System environment, unless you are the owner or have 

administration authority on those objects.

Permissions provide general administrative access to resources. Fine-grained access 

further provides mechanism to allow owner and administrators of a given resource grant 

access to other users or groups. The access can be read, write, or “all” permission. This 

allows resource owners to protect their resources so that others cannot see, or modify, or 

delete resources, unless explicitly granted permission.

Users who are given access must have the general permission for those resource types. 

An administrator with “Full permission” for a given resource type, by default, already have 

those permissions for all the resources of that type. For example Cloud administrators 

have access to all cloud resources. No fine grained permission is required for 

administrators with “Full permission.”
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This example clarifies the difference between permissions and fine grained access control. 

The orange vertical wall in the center of the slide represents fine-grained access control. 

At the right are four users that have the necessary permissions to create the script 

package in the catalog, shown on the left and an additional user who has “cloud user” 

access. Jack with “workload administration full permission” automatically has the fine-

grained access to view all objects of that type. Joe with “Create new catalog content” 

permission is the script package creator and therefore has full access rights to the object 

he created. Jill has been granted “read” access to Joe’s script package, so she can see 

and use the object but cannot modify or delete it. Although John can create objects of the 

same type, he is not a workload administrator, he is not the object creator, and he has not 

been granted access to the script package. Hence, John cannot see or work with this 

script package object. Alex cannot be given any rights to the script package since he does 

not have “Create new catalog content” permission and does not have workload permission 

to view Catalog resources.
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Shown in the slides are resources where fine grained access control can be given by the 

administrators or owners of those resources. These are for all resources in the workload 

console and system console.

For deployment of a pattern, the deployer must have at least read permissions on the 

pattern itself, and permission for the environment profile that is used to target the pattern 

deployment.
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This section of the presentation focuses on the special access that a hardware 

administrator can provide to an on-site IBM representative for troubleshooting, 

maintenance and upgrades..
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PureApplication System provides special service panels for IBM service personnel. These 

service panels provide capabilities for troubleshooting, system maintenance and upgrades 

to the system. The service panels cannot be accessed remotely; the service personnel 

must be on-site in order to access them. Access is achieved by using the service laptop 

supplied with PureApplication Server. Only the internal system network within 

PureApplication System itself is accessed by the service laptop.

A special user ID called “ibmeng” is provided for access to the service laptop. This ID is 

hidden and does not display in any user panel. The service personnel acquire the 

password for this special ID from IBM support. The password is specific to only one 

PureApplication System. 

By default, the on-site IBM service personnel cannot log into PureApplication System 

service console unless the client Hardware administrator gives IBM access to the login 

panel. To allow access, the Hardware administrator navigates to System Console > 

System > Troubleshooting, and then selects the check box entitled “Enable IBM customer 

engineer (IBM CE) account access”. This access setting automatically disables itself after 

36 hours.
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The next section is the summary of this presentation.
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This presentation discussed security settings in the PureApplication Server environment. 

You first saw how you can optionally define an LDAP server for your system and how that 

impacts user and group management. You saw how users and groups were defined, how 

groups were modified, and how permissions were set for them. You saw information about 

“fine-grained access,” which provides low-level control over access to data artifacts within 

the system. You also saw how to enable access for IBM service personnel.
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